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Romantica. It offers a sophisticated classical look that still meets modern functional and technological needs.
It marks the borderline between the traditional and the contemporary, with an elegant, 
restrained neoclassical style.

kItChen

romantica

Class. By delving into the past to contemplate the future, this line was
born with a decidedly classic feel, featuring a delicate touch of industrial chic.

cLass

kItChen

Essenza. A kitchen for anyone who loves cooking. Essenza is perfect for a space
that needs to be beautiful, but also very pratical.

Linea Glam. Contemporary and eclectic, here is a kitchen that knows how to interpret
with elegance and functionality the most diverse architectures.

essenZa

Linea GLam
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cheto. Concentrating on two main elements, the seat depth and the backrest bending,
a naturally comfortable sofa was designed, an upholstered unit inviting to rest even while
standing out for its design as well.

Golf. Bookshelves, modular systems and equipped walls are all perfectly integrated,
designing spaces that respond to the needs of contemporary living.

cube. The elements of the composition are interpreted as primary volumes,
combined with flair using differentiated depths and materials, thus breaking with
more traditional schemes. 

cUBe

GoLF

lIvIng

Karl. A sofa designed after consistently perfectly matching style and comfort:
the balance between shape and matters stands out. Rich in functional solutions,
as the double density upholstered seat.

KarL

cHeto

lIvIng
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Venere. A furniture item can be much more and become the main feature of the room thanks to its design: 
That’s Venere. It plays on the three-dimensionality and the effect of the shadows created by the cantilever 
drawers, to highlight the value of a design that is anything but trivial.

Pegaso. A play between lines and volumes is the defining mark of Pegaso, a model
that proposes interesting combinations, using drawer inserts with a side handle grip.
The elements are available in a melamine faced and matt lacquered ash wood finish. 

peGaso

venere

nIght

castle. A bunk bed that in a small space is able to put three
functions of the bedroom together: storage, study and relax.

aquamarine. From bedroom to personal space where you study,
sleep and keep your stuff, designed for your personality.

aqUamarine

castLe

kIDS



Colombini Casa Windhoek
Shop 29, The Grove Mega Center - Tel: 00264 81 124 5802

Kindly RSVP by mail: windhoek@colombinicasa.com

Let your home
become the best part
of you.

ITALIAN DESIGN, DESIGNED FOR YOU

Classic beauty to be surrounded by, 
designed around your dreams.
This is what we have in mind, 
matching the very famous Italian 
design of our craftmans with an
experience of total customization 
at a very accessible price. To let you 
build your home as a reflection of 
your taste and personality. 
And make it a jewel to live in.

DuBAI
MExICo CITy
MADRID
MoSCow
PARIS
ShAnGhAI


